
� � Oh shucks teacher flow sheet...

*** � If at any point the student starts to re-escalate or shut down or the adult becomes frustrated or 
blaming,take a break, it’s ok to not be ready for the adult or the student, it happens to all of us, stay 
responsible, respectful and safe.  Swap out for another adult if needed. 
MOST IMPORTANT: TAKE YOUR TIME!!!

� I noticed that during _________ you were________________ 
Name the specific behavior you noticed (what you saw/heard) that gave you concern.
Show empathy and kindness when stating the concern.

� What’s going on with that? 
Tell me about what happened...."  "I hear you saying that... Wow!  That can be so
Frustrating"
Tell me more about that, anything else? Empathize/Restate/Validate
 "I hear you saying that...., that can be very hard" anything else?? "Drill Down"
Keep going until nothing else re-state and re-affirm student concerns.  Get down to 
The nitty gritty of what's going on.  Double check that you heard it right.

� I have a concern too... Is it ok if I tell you my concern? State what your concern is be specific and 
name the concern category safe, healthy,         “I’m concerned about the safety of the other students and 
your safety when___________”

� � We both want it to work out better next time....What do you think we could we do differently next 
time? Get some ideas from them first... Wait (at least 60 seconds) probe 2-3 times and wait each time prior 
to providing help, offer suggestions like “Do you mind if I tell you some things I’ve seen other students try?”  
Give 2-3 examples then ask “ Do you think any of those might work for you?”

� Stop and check after each one, does it work for you?  Does it work for me?  Does it work for others 
involved? Is it safe, responsible and respectful?  If yes, keep it, if not try again.

� Now that I have a plan...What do now? Ready to go back to class? Sensory break then class?  Piece 
of gum, then class?? Etc. Use this as needed, often problem solving gets kids off their regular schedule and 
transitioning into an activity during an unnatural transition can trigger another problem.  This can help some 
students handle the transition.

� Check back in after a few days, unless the same issue comes up again, then check in as soon as able.


